Door Jamb Right

Scale: 3" = 1' - 0"

FOIL FACED WRB AROUND FRAMED OPENING
NOT BY NORTHCLAD(TM)

PRIMARY SEAL
NOT BY NORTHCLAD(TM)

SECONDARY SEAL
NOT BY NORTHCLAD(TM)

WORB NOT BY NORTHCLAD(TM)

INSULATION UNDER
NORTHCLAD(TM) PANEL
NOT BY NORTHCLAD(TM)
18 GAUGE GALV.
7-FURRING, SUPPLIED IN
10'-0" LENGTHS

VARIABLE OPEN
INSULATION DEPTH

FLASHING NOT
BY NORTHCLAD(TM)

"PCH" EXTRUSION AS REQUIRED BY
ENGINEERING, ATTACHED W/ #14
FASTENERS W/ NEOPRENE WASHERS
@ 16" OC.

"PF" EXTRUSION
BEDDED IN SEALANT
@ RIGHT SIDE
OF PANEL

DOOR SYSTEM
AND SEALANT
NOT BY NORTHCLAD(TM)
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